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1\IBMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Complainant brings this judicial complaint against a district judge pursuant to the 

Judicial Conduct and Disability Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-364, which provides an 

administrative remedy for judicial conduct that is "prejudicial to the effective and 

expeditious administration of the business of the courts." 28 U.S.C. § 35 l(a). 

In his judicial complaint, the complainant alleges the judge committed 

misconduct in the handling of a criminal case in which the defendant was convicted 

approximately twenty-three years ago. 1 In general, the complainant alleges the judge is 

biased and prejudiced against him and has been so throughout the entirety of the criminal 

case and related proceedings, which, as noted, spans a period of approximately twenty

three years. The complainant makes the following allegations of misconduct in the 

judicial complaint. 2 

1 The complainant was convicted of two counts of solicitation to murder a federal probation officer. 

2 The complainant also alleges one instance of misconduct during sentencing in a separate case in which the 
complainant pied guilty to a drug charge. Sentencing in the drug case occurred more than twenty-three years ago. 



• During sentencing in the drug litigation, the judge "showed extreme animosity" in 

informing the complainant "that if not for following law, [the judge] would have 

sentenced [complainant] consecutively to the gun sentence."3 

• At a pretrial hearing, the judge denied a motion for a psychological evaluation of 

the complainant. The complainant alleges the judge stated the motion was "a 

delaying tactic on [the complainant's] part." 

• The judge "conspired with both the Government and appointed defense counsel ... 

to make a particular ruling that would obstruct [the complainant] from ever being 

able to challenge ... illegal [taped] recordings under 'Title III. "'4 

• The complainant's attorney "untruthfully" stated in an affidavit that the 

complainant agreed to withdraw Title III objections to the tape recordings. The 

judge's pretrial questioning of the complainant concerning withdrawal of the 

objections, coupled with the attorney's lack of truthfulness, amounted to ''judicial 

fraud" on the part of the judge and the complainant's attorney. 

3 The complainant refers here to a third case in which the complainant was convicted of a firearms crime. 
The judge ultimately determined the complainant's sentence in the drug case would run concurrently with the 
sentence in the firearms case. 

This is the only allegation of misconduct that was made concerning the drug case. The remaining 
allegations concern the solicitation case. 

4 The complainant's reference is to Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as 
amended, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2523. 
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• In a biased sentencing decision, in which the complainant was sentenced to two 

consecutive sentences, the judge "twisted the facts" about what was said on the 

"illegal" tapes. 5 

• The judge's decision that the complainant's attorney had provided effective 

representation "alone requires an investigation and recusal" of the judge. 

• A letter that constituted "fabricated evidence" was admitted at trial. 

• Following the trial, two forensics experts "both show that [the complainant] is 

factually, actually innocent of wanting anybody killed on the illegal tape 

recordings;" nonetheless, the judge has denied "everything brought before [the 

judge] in post-conviction litigation," and ''will not grant an evidentiary hearing to 

allow [the complainant] to prove his actual innocence." 

• Evidence of prosecutorial misconduct was found irrelevant because a petit jury 

found the complainant guilty. 

• Two motions for the judge's recusal were denied by the judge "without stating 

why."6 

• The judge admonished one of the complainant's lawyers who had filed a habeas 

corpus proceeding on the complainant's behalf in another state, purportedly 

s The complainant's conviction and sentence were affirmed on appeal. 

6 In a recent order, the judge denied the complainant's motion for recusal, noting that the complainant had 
"no action pending before this court and there is nothing for the undersigned ... to rule upon." (footnote omitted). 
The judge also noted the complainant had previously sought the judge's recusal and that his "arguments regarding 
recusal have been considered previously by this court" and had been denied. One of the recusal decisions 
incorporated lengthy reasons explaining the denial. 
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because the attorney had not followed proper procedures, and denied the 

complainant's petition for relief "without responding to the motion itself or the 

merits, the arguments." 

Under 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(ii), claims that are "directly related to the merits 

of a decision or procedural ruling" are not subject to review through a complaint of 

judicial misconduct. 7 The procedure that has been established to consider misconduct 

complaints "is not designed as a substitute for, or supplement to, appeals or motions for 

reconsideration." In re Memorandum of Decision, 517 F. 3d 558, 561 (U.S. Jud. Conf. 

2008). It would be "entirely contrary" to the purpose of the Judicial Conduct and 

Disability Act "to use a misconduct proceeding to obtain redress for---or even criticism 

of---the merits of a decision with which a litigant or misconduct complainant disagrees." 

Id. To allow "judicial decisions to be questioned in misconduct proceedings would 

inevitably begin to affect the nature of those decisions and would raise serious 

constitutional issues regarding judicial independence under Article III of the 

Constitution." Id. Accordingly, to avoid the merits-related bar, a misconduct claim must 

contain "clear and convincing evidence of an arbitrary and intentional departure from, or 

willful indifference to prevailing law." Id. at 562. 

7 Similarly, Rule 4(b)(l) of the Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings provides 
that "[c]ognizable misconduct does not include an allegation that calls into question the correctness of a judge's 
ruling, including a failure to recuse." 
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Misconduct may also be based upon a showing that the judge's rulings were 

motivated by racial or ethnic bias or other improper motive, but the claim must be 

supported by sufficient evidence to raise an inference that misconduct has occurred and 

cannot be based on mere speculation. See 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(iii); Rule 4(b)(l), 

Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings; In re Doe, 2 F. 3d 308 

(8th Cir. Jud. Council 1993) Gudicial complaint process may not be used to pursue 

speculative claims). While allegations of judicial bias or other improper motive are not 

necessarily merits-related, the allegations are to be dismissed as merits-related when the 

only support for the allegations is the merits of the judge's rulings. In re Doe, 640 F. 3d 

869, 873 (8th Cir. Jud. Council 2011). 

In determining what action to take on a judicial complaint, the chief judge may 

conduct a limited inquiry, including obtaining and reviewing transcripts and other 

relevant documents. See Rule ll(b), Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability 

Proceedings. 

The complainant's allegations essentially amount to merits-related attacks on the 

judge's decisions and rulings, which are not subject to review in a judicial misconduct 

proceeding. The merits-related bar includes rulings and decisions regarding the sentence; 

recusal; the admissibility of tape recordings, letters, and other evidence; the effectiveness 

of trial counsel; allegations of prosecutorial misconduct; whether post-trial information 

from forensic experts can or should be considered; and requests for a psychological 
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examination. 8 Disagreements with judicial decisions must be addressed in the litigation, 

and not in a judicial complaint alleging misconduct. 

The complainant's allegations of a conspiracy or judicial fraud involving the 

judge, the complainant's attorney, and/or the government are speculative and do not raise 

an inference that misconduct has occurred. Furthermore, the complainant's allegations of 

improper bias and prejudice are speculative and do not raise an inference that misconduct 

has occurred. The only support for the allegations consists of decisions, rulings, and 

case-related language of the judge that the complainant disagrees with. 

The choice of language used by the judge during sentencing and during case

related proceedings is subject to the merits-related bar and does not otherwise raise an 

inference that misconduct has occurred. The Supreme Court of the United States has 

noted that opinions formed by a judge through events occurring during court proceedings 

generally do not constitute a basis for a bias or partiality motion: 

8 The merits-related bar also applies to the complainant's allegations that the judge failed to give reasons, or 
adequate reasons, for a particular decision: 

The failure of a judge to give reasons for a decision is, in our view, a 
merits issue regarding that decision .... [T]he giving or not giving of reasons for a 
particular decision, like the reasons themselves, should not be the subject of a 
misconduct proceeding. We have concluded that misconduct complaints 
regarding the failure to give adequate reasons for a particular decision are, 
absent more, not cognizable under the Act. 

In re Memorandum of Decision, 517 F. 3d 558, 561-562 (U.S. Jud. Conf. 2008). 
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[O]pinions formed by the judge on the basis of facts 
introduced or events occurring in the course of the current 
proceedings, or of prior proceedings, do not constitute a basis 
for a bias or partiality motion unless they display a deep
seated favoritism or antagonism that would make fair 
judgment impossible. Thus, judicial remarks during the 
course of a trial that are critical or disapproving of, or even 
hostile to, counsel, the parties, or their cases, ordinarily do not 
support a bias or partiality challenge. 

Liteky v. United States, 510 U.S. 540, 555 (1994).9 

Judges are charged with maintaining order and control of judicial proceedings in 

order to advance the effective and expeditious administration of justice. Furthermore, 

judges are often called upon to assess the case-related actions and filings of attorneys, 

rule on the admissibility of evidence and objections to testimony, and comment on 

sentencing decisions. The inappropriateness of subjecting in-court judicial comments to 

scrutiny in a misconduct proceeding was noted in Petition of Lauer, 788 F. 2d 135, 138 

(8th Cir. Jud. Council 1985): 

The Judicial Conduct and Disability Act should not be 
invoked so as to chill the independence of a trial judge in a 
judicial proceeding. A trial judge should not fear that because 
of comments he or she makes from the bench, which in good 
faith the judge feels are related to the proceeding before the 
court, he or she ultimately may be subject to a disciplinary 
sanction. 10 

9 Similarly, opinions formed by a judge on the basis of facts introduced or events occurring in the course 
of the proceedings do not give rise to a cognizable claim of judicial misconduct. 

10 None of the case-related language the complainant attributes to the judge, whether directed to the 
complainant or to one of the complainant's attorneys, constitutes treating the complainant or the attorney "in a 
demonstrably egregious and hostile manner'' pursuant to Rule 4(a)(2)(B) of the Rules for Judicial-Conduct and 
Judicial-Disability Proceedings. 
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Commentary on Rule 4 of the Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability 

Proceedings also underscores the need to protect judicial independence in assessing the 

language used by a judge: 

Because of the special need to protect judges' independence 
in deciding what to say in an opinion or ruling, a somewhat 
different standard applies to determine the merits-relatedness 
of a non-frivolous allegation that a judge's language in a 
ruling reflected an improper motive. If the judge's language 
was relevant to the case at hand - for example, a statement 
that a claim is legally or factually "frivolous" - then the 
judge's choice of language is presumptively merits-related 
and excluded, absent evidence apart from the ruling itself 
suggesting an improper motive. 

The case-related language the complainant attributes to the judge, whether occurring in 

sentencing decisions or otherwise, was used in the judge's capacity as a judicial officer, 

was related to the proceedings, and is subject to the merits-related bar. 

The complainant has failed to present, and the available records do not disclose, 

evidence of willful indifference to prevailing law, wrongful bias or prejudice, fraud, 

conspiracy, or other misconduct on the part of the judge. The complainant may not 

pursue disagreements with the judge's rulings and decisions through a judicial complaint 

alleging misconduct and may not obtain redress from those rulings and decisions through 

a judicial complaint alleging misconduct. 

Accordingly, this judicial complaint is dismissed as merits-related and lacking in 

factual and evidentiary support. 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(ii) & (iii). 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 

--
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ogerL~Go 
Chief Judge 


